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What was your main takeaway?

How to deal with mental health and know that it is okay to ask for help

That I need to seek help.

Expressing feeling I haven’t talked about lately

The love letter to your younger self

There are lots of resources at COM for mental health problems

It is important to be open about mental health and to be accpeting that sturggling is ok because it is common
and there are ways to recieve help and get better.

Anyone can have struggles(I already knew this but this was my main takeaway from the workshop)

Seek for help, and not let that destroy you

How might you use what you learned today?

I think how I will use this in my life is not be afraid to ask for help

When I am struggling to face challenges and feel just weighed down, I have learned that I can take slow
steps at my OWN pace and it’ll all be okay

To embrace the struggle and to understand that I’m not alone.

I will definitely talk more about some of the things I wrote down

Maybe write if I feel overwhelmed

I am valuable I am worth it

I might use the on campus mental health services

I’m going to reach out to the local COM therapist for help

If you were telling a friend about this workshop, you would describe it as:
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

A good workshop that will help you think about your mental health and the people around you

Informative and helpful as a college student to hear that mental health IS being considered

Uplifting, hopeful!

As expressing my emotions that I don’t really talk about

As a way to see and use art to help and talk about mental health.

They help you out a lot we love CHRIS his the best and so funny and cares for our feelings no matter in what
situation we’re in

I would describe it as interesting. I thought it was cool to see something like this in a classroom. I would tell
people that it was a good day in class.

A relaxed away to better understand yourself
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What are the biggest barriers to your mental wellness
and/or receiving mental health support?

(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

Probably admitting that I need help or something like that

anxiety!!!!

Time management for now!

My emotions and being scared

Insecurity, self-doubt I guess

Adhd, trauma, laziness

The biggest barrier is isolation

Myself

How can we improve this event in the future?

I thought it was good l, maybe make round 2 a little different

Better video for veteran ptsd maybe

It already great

I think that it was fun I wouldn't change it

I don’t know if the person that led the event has experienced struggles with mental health or not, but if he
has, I wish he had shared his personal struggles as a way to help connect more

Bring more different activities
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